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ALL FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS ARE ALMOST CONTACT
D. KOTSCHICK
It was proved in [2] that in dimension 4, and therefore in any even dimension ^ 4,
all finitely presentable groups arise as fundamental groups of closed almost complex,
or, equivalently, almost symplectic manifolds. We prove here the analogous result in
odd dimensions.
THEOREM. Every finitely presentable group is the fundamental group of a closed
almost contact manifold of dimension 5.
This is a consequence of the result in [2] combined with the following.
PROPOSITION. If a group T arises as the fundamental group of a closed almost
symplectic 2n-manifold, n ^ 2, then it also arises as the fundamental group of a closed
almost contact (2n+ \)-manifold which is a circle bundle over an almost symplectic
manifold with fundamental group T.
If the structure on the base space of the bundle is integrable, then the one on the
total space can be chosen to be integrable as well. In this case, our construction
reduces to that of Boothby and Wang [1], enhanced by control on the fundamental
group, and we obtain an inclusion of the class of fundamental groups of symplectic
2«-manifolds into that of fundamental groups of contact (2« + l)-manifolds. This is
interesting only for n = 2, because in dimensions In +1 ^ 7 , all finitely presentable
groups arise as fundamental groups of contact manifolds which are the unit tangent
bundles of closed Riemannian (n+ l)-manifolds. Note also that all orientable 3-
manifolds admit contact structures [3].
Proof of Proposition. Let A' be a 2«-manifold and n: Y-*• X a principal S1-
bundle. Every connexion on the bundle defines a splitting TY = Tn®n*TX. Hence
the structure group of TY reduces to U(«) if the structure group of TX does. In other
words, Y is almost contact if X is almost symplectic.
Now take X to be closed almost symplectic with nx{X) = T. After replacing X by
X# CPn if necessary, we may assume Z c= n2(X). Choose the circle bundle Y to restrict
to have degree one on a 2-sphere generating Z. Then in the exact sequence of
homotopy groups induced by n,
n2(X) >n1(S1) >nx{Y) >nx(X) >\,
the first map is surjective, so n^Y) = T.
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